individual conceptualizes that information in a way that is consistent with its norms, cognitive frameworks, context and cultures. This conceptualization process can be described as learning. Learning leads to knowledge, which may be either embedded in minds (tacit) or as in verbal (explicit).
INTRODUCTION
The amount of knowledge in the world has doubled in the past 10 years and is doubling every 12 A change in the basic vehicle used for learning today, from variety of courses, lectures, and textbooks to various interactive, electronically portable media could be a mode for enhancing our education system. Web-based modules are used as animations, voice and video clips, captions, and text, all combined in accurate, well organized, pedagogically solid productions. There was a competition for a highly produced new media version covering the same conventional class teaching material.
Even though, more courses could also be converted, although some level of face-to-face contact is certainly necessary to master such material (Vijayakumari, 2009). In foreign countries, students wear virtual reality glasses, and environments are beginning to acknowledge the interactive and social basis of learning and are finding ways to achieve a balance between discovery and reflection in situ. collect different pet animals from web).
Learning theory for digital age

Reasoning
The third shift, pertaining to reasoning, connects to discovery-based learning in an extremely important way.
Classically, reasoning is linked with the deductive and abstract (eg. separate the pet animals as per classification).
Action
The final dimensional shift has to do with a bias to action-to try new things without reading the manual. This tendency shifts the focus to learning with and from each other.
Learning becomes situated in action; it becomes as much social as cognitive. It's concrete rather than abstract, and it becomes interrelated with judgment and exploration. (eg. choose a correct one).
Preparing teachers for the digital age
The Internet and other technologies honour multiple forms of intelligence; like abstract, textual, visual, musical, social and therein present tremendous opportunities to design new learning environments that enhance the natural ways that humans learn. Today's generation of students communicate in a language that many academics don't yet understand. It's an ever-evolving language of interpretation and expression, an interactive approach to learning, creating, and responding to information through texts; and that we freely choose and between page and screen to represent our communicated ideas.
Trends of Digital age
Digital literacy could then be seen as the study of written or symbolic representation that is mediated by new technology. Its prime concern would be the production and consumption of the verbal and symbolic aspect of screen-based texts and this would be its initial point of departure with print literacy. Hence, it is also important to acknowledge the fact that one of the key characteristics of digital literacy is the way in which it readily combines with communicate, and how we learn. 
Digital age literature and learning
Future of Digital age for improvement
The author recommends that the following strategies be incorporated into teacher training programs;
· Focus institutional technology planning on the integration of technology in teaching and learning, not only on facilities.
· Provide student teachers with more opportunities to apply technology during field experience. [6]. Meskill, C. , Anthony, N. , Hilliker-VanStrander, S. , Tseng, 
Conclusion
Learning technologies are not a panacea that will resolve the many issues that higher education faces today.
Instead, new technologies lead directly to institutional issues, starkly highlighting them in contrast to the widespread need for education and the possibilities technology presents to fill that need. Higher education today has the opportunity to reshape itself and play an important role in the future of our society. Whether that role is ultimately fulfilled will depend on fresh, creative thinking and a firm commitment to move teaching, learning, and the university into the digital age. People are more intellectually engaged than ever before, because of the digital age.
The "Information Age" is often applied in relation to the use of cell phones, digital music, high definition television, digital cameras, the Internet, cable TV, and other items that have come into common use in the past five years. 
